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I. BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY 
During the summer of 1975, the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA) entered into a five year project with 
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The purpose of this 
interagency project, funded by EPA, was to transfer hardware and 
software techniquf;s for processing remotely sensed digital data 
from NASA to EPA, so that EPA would be capable of establishing 
and maintaining a fully operational energy related overhead moni-
toring system. This system would not only incorporate maximum 
utilization of present aircraft capabilities within the EPA, but 
would allow for the integration of currently available (Landsat) 
and proposed satellite multispectral scanner data. Training of 
personnel in the skills necessary to implement such a highly 
technical system would also be provided during the project. 
Specific details of the project can be found in the five year pro-
ject plan, apprOved September 3, 1975 (Energy Accomplishment Plan 
77AB1, Memorandum of Understanding #D5-E771, Subagreement #77BEL). 
Both agencies have designated laboratories through which 
the five year plan will be implemented. NASA/National Space 
Technology Laboratory-Earth Resources Laboratory (NSTL-ERL) 
located in Slidell, LA, and the EPA/Environmental Monitoring and 
Support Laboratory (EMSL) in Las Vegas, NV, are the two agency 
laboratories involved. Unless otherwise indicated, "NASA/NSTL" 
and "EPA/EMSL" will be used to refer to these two laboratories 
respectively.
The entire project has been divided into three phases. 
Phase I was an 18-month project segment, during which time exist-
ing NASA/NSTL remotely sensed data acquisition, analysis and 
inforniation producing capabilities were applied to digital data 
acquired by both Landsat and aircraft remote sensing systems 
over coal strip mines in the Western United States. A data pro-
cessing system was defined, assembled, and transferred to EPA in 
January 1977. Key EPA/EMSL personnel also received training in 
the use of a similar data processing system during November! 
December 1976 at NASA/NSTL. A summary of activities conducted 
during Phase I of the project can be found in Anderson, et.al ., 1978. 
In addition to the data analysis system assembled at NASA! 
NSTL and transferred to EPA/ENSL, an airborne multispectral scanner 
(MSS) system was also defined. Such an MSS system, delivered to 
EPA/ENSL and subsequently installed into an EPA/ENSL aircraft and 
integrated with data processing,/analysis components, provides EPA! 
ENSL with the capability to collect and process digital data 
entirely on its own system, thus accomplishing the major goal of 
Phase I of the project. 
Phase II of the project (reported on herein) began January 1, 
1977, and lasted for 18 months. During this time, NASA/NSTL inves-
tigated problems specifically defined by EPA/ENSL as needing addi-
tional research. Such problems were associated with on-line coal 
I	 strip mine related activities. New techniques developed to solve these problems were transferred to' EPA/ENSL at the end of this 
portion of the project.
i2
Phase III has been designated as a two-year project segment, 
during which time EPA/EMSL will test the system in a fully opera-
tional mode. During this portion of the project, NASA/NSTL will 
provide continued assistance in the use of the system and the 
addition of new capabilities. 
Phase II activities consisted of analyzing remotely sensed 
MSS data dealing with active coal strip mines in the Western 
United States. Technical details of data processing and analysis 
procedures required during Phase II are contained in following 
sections of this .eport. Technical terms are defined in the body 
of the text where appropriate. 
Accuracy and utility of the products will be evaluated by 
EPA/ENSL with respect to their needs. However, this report will 
address the degree to which the data processing/analysis results 
obtained agree with general patterns as observed in the field, on 
maps, and on aerial photography. 
Three specific tasks were defined which were to be addressed 
by NASA/NSTL during Phase II of the project. These dealt with (1) 
regional analysis applications based on the use of Landsat acquired 
MSS data and auxiliary data, (2) developing a technique for using 
aircraft acquired .MSS data to rapidly monitor site specific surface 
mine related activities, and (3) registration of aircraft acquired 
MSS data to a map base. Procedures and software developed by NASA! 
NSTL to solve these tasks were transferred to EPA/ENSL at the con-
clusion of Phase-II activities. 
3 
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IL AN INTRODUCTION TO MULTISPECTRAL SCANNERS 
The effect!ve application of the electronic data supplied 
by multispectral scanner (MSS) systems is enhanced by an under-
standing of the basic concepts associated with MSS systems. It 
is the purpose of this section to discuss these basic concepts, 
as well as to define several terms associated with MSS systems 
and the data that they produce. 
Readers possessing an understanding of such details may 
elect to skip this section and continue with the following one. 
For those readers whose interest in this subject extends beyond 
the scope of the materials presented in this section, more de-
tailed information dealing with MSS systems may be found in 
NASA 1976. 
Most MSS systems that are currently in use are composed of 
electronic, mechanical, and optical components that collect, 
separate, and record information related to the electromagnetic 
energy reflected or emitted from objects located beneath the 
device. Since MSS systems located on aircraft or orbiting satel-
lites are functionally similar, no distinctions will be made 
between them in this discussion, except where such differences 
significantly affect the reader's understanding. 
The MSS system (Figure 1). is designed in such a way that 
the data collection optics are directed to a corridor or swath 
below the device, the swath oriented perpendicularly to the 
direction of travel of the MSS, be it a flight line (aircraft 
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5 
systems) or an orbit track (satellite systems). This is accom-
plished through the use of a rotating mirror, which scans the swath
-
from one side to the other. This feature of MSS systems has lead 
to the term "scan line" when describing the swath. As the mirror 
focuses the date. collection optics across the scan line, electro-
magnetic radiation is recorded by the MSS system for discrete 
portions of the scan line. Each such portion of the scan line is 
referred to as an"element". There are numerous elementson each 
scan line, the actual number depending to a large degree on the 
optical field stop (measured in milliradians) of the MSS system 
and the effective scan angle of the optics involved. The scan 
angle is defined as twice the maximum angle, measured from the 
perpendicular, from which reflected electromagnetic radiation can 
be rcceived by the MSS system. 
Each data set thus collected is therefore composed of scan 
lines and elemerLts, the number of scan lines depending on such 
factors as MSS altitude, scan rate of the mirror, speed of forward 
travel of the MSS, and length of the study area. Each scan line 
has associated with it a unique sequential number; similarly each 
element along a particular scan line has a sequential number 
assigned to it. The scan lines and elements can alternatively be 
envisioned as rows and columns of a grid, respectively. Thus, 
any geographic point below the MSS can be correlated with the 
unique scan line and element number pair of the MSS data. 
Every MSS system has associated with it a calculable intrinsic 
limitation called "ground resolvable distance." This term refers 
r1
to the actual dimensions of each element in a data set that is 
collected by a particular MSS, and is a function of (1) MSS 
altitude above a target, (2) MSS optical field stop, and (3) 
MSS scan angle. At nadir (point directly beneath the MSS system) 
the element size (ground resolvable, distance) can be found as 
follows:
ES = A. * rnr 
where: ES = Element Size on Each Side 
A = MSS Altitude (in 1000's of feet) Above Target 
nix = MSS Optical Field Stop (in milliradians). 
Thus, if an MSS system were 30,000 feet above a target, with an 
optical field stop of 2 rnr, the element size (at nadir) would be: 
ES = (30 thousand feet) * 2 mr 
= 60 feet on each-side 
= 3600 feet 2 surface area 
It can also be demonstrated that as the scan angle increases from 
the perpendicular . (moves toward the ends of the scan line) element 
size increases, due to the geometry involved. This physical prin-
ciple is most pronounced when examining MSS data collected at low 
altitudes (aircraft). Software designed to analyze MSS data 
usually takes this geometric problem into consideration. 
As is portrayed in Figure 1, the electromagnetic radiation 
from each element is defracted into its constituent parts in the 
MSS. By positioning appropriate photo-detectors around the 
7
periphery of the defracti.on device at prescribed locations, a 
sample of the electromagnetic radiation pertaining to a particular 
element can be made. Such a sample is drawn from wavelength 
regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, defined by the location 
and physical width of the individual photo-detectors used. These 
wavelength regions, to which the MSS system is sensitive, define 
the spectral selectivity or spectral resolution of the MSS, and 
have been referred to as "channels" or "bands" of the MSS. 
Specific spectral' resolutions of the MSS systems employed for use 
in the study reported on herein are presented in Table .1. 
For each element of any given scan line, several "readings" 
are recorded on magnetic tape onboard the aircraft or are trans-
mitted from the 3atellite to ground receiving stations. These 
readings express, for any particular MSS channel, the relative 
amount of reflected and/or emitted electromagnetic energy received 
at the detector. Readings are taken for each of the channels in-
corporated into the MSS system. As an example, the 11-channel scanner 
outlined in Table 1 would produce 11 such readings per element. 
The data thus collected and stored on magnetic tape are 
analyzed through the use of digital computers. These computers 
read the recorded data for each element from the magnetic tape 
and process it according to numerous software programs developed 
for this purpose. Detailed analysis procedure and explanations 
for software implementation can be found in the following section 
of this document..
8
Table 1 - SPECTRAL RESOLUTION OF THE AIRBORNE MULTISPECTRAL 
SCANNER SYSTEM* AND THE LANDSAT MULTISPECTRAL 
SYSTEMS USED IN THIS PROJECT WITH CORRESPONDING 
APPARENT COLORS 
Aircraft 
Channel Wavelength Region Apparent Color. 
or Band in microns 
1 0.38	 - 0.44 Violet 
2 .44	 - .47 Blue 
3 .495	 -. .535 Cyan/Green 
4 .54	 - .58 Green/Yellow 
5 .58	 - .62 Yellow/Orange 
6 .62	 - .66 Orange/Red 
7 .66	 - .70 Red 
8 .70	 - .74 Far Red/Near Infrared (IR) 
9 .76	 - .86 Reflected IR 
10 .7	 - 1.06 Reflected IR 
11 9.50	 - 13.50 Thermal (Emitted) IR 
Landsat 
Channel Wavelength Region Apparent Color 
or Band in microns 
4 .5	 - .6 Blue/Green/Yellow 
5	 - .6	 - .7 Orange/Red 
6 .7	 - ..8 Far Red/Near Infrared 
7 .8	 - 1.1 Reflected Infrared 
8** 10.4'	 - 12.6 Thermal (Emitted) IR
* Supplied by the manufacturer 
** Landsat 3 only 
I
The Landsat satellite system is composed of thriu.n-
I
synchronous MSS bearing satellites. The satellite MSS system 
operates in a manner similar to the aircraft MSS used in this 
I study except for the following: 
I(1) Element size is approximately 1. 1 acres (56m x 79m 
I
element size) 
(2) Spectral resolution is restricted to four channels 
for Landsat I and II, with the addition of a fifth 
channel in Landsat 3 (Table 1) 
1	 (3) Each 8atel1ite has a regular 18-day cycle period; I	 i.e. ,each satellite passes over a particular ground spot every 18 days 
I
(4) Data stored onboard the satellite is transmitted to 
a grour.d receiving station where it is processed and 
I placed on magnetic tape for subsequent user requests I	 (5) Data is placed on magnetic tapes corresponding to 100 by 100 nautical mile areas (115 x 115 statute 
miles) after reception from the satellite 
(6) Scan angle effects are minimized due to the relatively 
It	 narrow -scan angle involved (11.56 degrees). 
I
Aircraft-acquired MSS data has been shown to be an effective 
method for dealing with site-specific, limited geographical area 
Iconsiderations (Anderson, et.al ., 1978). However, other factors 
which might be under investigation include such things as the 
cumulative effect of several sites in a, regional sense and non-
site specific effects; e.g., drainage, etc. Aircraft coverage 
I
of such factors nay be impractical, due to (1) the very large 
Iareas involved (requiring large amounts of data to be collected, 
stored, and analyzed), and (2) the possible need for frequent 
Irepetitive coverage to monitor change for which aircraft asso-
ciated costs would be prohibitive. The use of Landsat satellite-
acquired digital data facilitates assembling information over 
$	 such extensive areas of interest at frequent intervals. 
I
Several features associated with Landsat digital data serve 
to enhance its use for the "regional" type of analysis. First, 
Icosts associated with computer processed data covering large areas 
I
	
	
are relatively low when compared to the corresponding aircraft 
data-derived cost; figures. This is not only related to the 
I
amount of data needed to cover a particular area, but Other 
special considerations discussed in the following section. Second, 
since the satellite system has a regular, established coverage - 
date (charts are available), repetitive coverage is possible. 
In addition to currently orbiting earth resources oriented 
I satellites, plans'for future satellite MSS systems include the 
p
Landsat follow-on thematic mapper, with seven channels and 40m 
element size (planned 1981 launch). I I 
'I	 I	 11
I III. DATA PROCESSING CONSIDERATIONS 
1
	
	
This section contains information related to the more tech-
nical aspects of data processing which occurred during Phase II I activities of the Western Energy Project, and has been included 
in an attempt to familiarize the reader with data processing 
methodology employed by NASA/NSTL. References, where made, can 
$
	
	
be found in the Literature Cited sectiop situated at the end of 
the main body of this report; 
In general, data processing and analysis activities which 
occur at NASA/NSTL follow a defined flow or pattern. This overall I
	
	
flow is graphically depicted as Figure 2, and is applicable for 
the most part, tc either aircraft or satellite acquired MSS data. 
I
Where differences do occur for aircraft or satellite MSS data 
processing, they will be discussed. Throughout the discussion 
presented in this section, reference will be made to Figure 2 so I
	
	
that the reader will be better able to orient himself to the data 
processing flow at any given moment. 
•	 The mini computer that serves as the heart of the data 
I
analysis system (DAS) requires specific computer compatible magne-
tic tape (CCT) and card input formats for data processing activi-
ties.(See NASA/Earth Resources Laboratory, 1975, for specific 
formats required '-of CCT t s.) This requirement is directly related I to the programming method employed when the DAS was established. 
I
Landsat MSS data,' which is stored on CCT's, is not in the required 
format when received from the supplier. In order to use such data 
I 12 
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Figure 2. Flow Diagram of General Data Processing and Analysis 
Activities Conducted at NASA. 
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I
for analysis, the format must be altered to that acceptable to the 
I
DAS. This reformatting procedure is the initial step of the Pre-
processing Data Transformation (PDT) Module (A in Figure 2), and I is accomplished through the use of software specifically designed 
a	 for this purpose. 
$ Aircraft acquired MSS data must also be converted to a suit-
able format. However, unlike Landsat MSS data which is in a digi-
tal mode when it is received, aircraft MSS data is recorded in an 
analog mode, which cannot be decoded by the digital mini-computer 
I of the DAS. It therefore must be decommutated, which is a process 
whereby the original analog mode aircraft MSS data. is converted to I digital mode data, in a format suitable for use on the DAS. The 
result of this procedure is a tape which is quite similar to a 
reformatted Landsat tape. Decommutation is also considered as 
I being a component of the PDT module (A in Figure 2). 
I
Upon completion of reformatting or decoinmutation and while 
still in the PDT module, the data is analyzed in an effort to as-
certain whether or not correctable data related problems exist 
I	 which might interfere with or reduce the overall effectiveness of subsequent data processing and analysis. One such problem, 
I
associated with Landsat MSS data, is termed "scan line banding." 
i
Scan line banding manifests itself as periodically occurring 
"stripes" or "bands" in the Landsat MSS data image,. usually only 
I
one scan line in width, which appear either lighter or darker in 
tone than the scan lines which preceed and follow. This problem I . 	 is directly related to the fact that the MSS on the Landsat 
H,.	
1.4
I
satellite actually collects data for six scan lines simultaneously 
I with each oscillation of the scanning mirror. This means that 
there are six detectors for each of the channels on the satellite, I and scan line banding occurs when One (or more) of the detectors 
is radiometrically out of calibration with the remaining detectors 
for a particular channel. Software has been designed at NASA 
$	
which permits the investigator to minimize the effects of scan 
line banding, while at the same time maintaining the data integrity I of the affected scan lines. 
1	 Additional problems encountered when processing Landsat or I
	
	
aircraft acquired MSS data are missing or radiometrically "garbled" 
scan lines. These problems are easily detected when the data is 
I
viewed in picture form. Missing data might result in physiographic 
or topographic features making abrupt and unexplainable changes in 
course or direction. "Garbled" data is seen as a "salt and pepper" 
I
	
	
scan line, with no detectable correlations to scan lines surrounding 
it, and no continuity of data within the scan line. If not occurr-
ing in large amounts., these problems can be dealt with (reconstructed) 
through the use of additional software programs developed at NASA/ 
'I	 NSTL. Such software are included in the PDT module (A in Figure 2). 
Aircraft MSS data, collected at relatively low altitudes when 
compared with the satellite data, exhibits a somewhat unique data I problem, termed "sun angle-scan angle" effect. . This problem re-
sults in a , change of radiometric data values across a scan line 
for a particular land cover type. For instance, a coal seam that 
I
. extends across the MSS scan angle may have one data value on the 
I	 .
left extreme of scan, a different value at nadir, and yet a differ-
ent value at the extreme right of scan, even though the coal seam 
0 
does not change in physical makeup. Confounding the problem is 
the fact that the lower wave lengths (blue end of the spectrum) 
are affected to a greater degree than the high or red end. These 
problems are related to scan angle and azmith of the sun. In order 
to compensate for this situation, software has been developed which 
will remove such conditions from the aircraft acquired MSS data, 
thereby improving the data for subsequent .processing and analysis. 
The PDT step, whether applied to Landsat or aircraft acquired 
MSS data, results in a CCT containing MSS digital data that have 
been selected by the investigator for subsequent analysis', and hence 
has most problems associated with data quality removed (B in Figure 
2). Such a CCT serves as the base data set for all ensuing data 
processing and analysis activities and is in a format that permits 
hard copy reproduction of the raw MSS data (to any suitable scale) 
by either an electrostatic printer/plotter device, or through the 
use of a color continuous strip film recorder (C , in Figure 2). 
(Both of these devices are described in Whitley, 1976). While 
hard copy reproduction of the raw MSS data is not mandatory for 
further data processing, it produces a product which can serve as 
a source of quick reference for the entire data set, and a "map" 
which can be used to record data-oriented information. 
Actual data processing and analysis begin when the software 
programs contained in the Pattern Recognition (PATREC) module are 
I
implemented (D in Figure 2). It is within this block that the MSS 
I
I 
data are actually classified and therefore the component steps 
in this moduiewill be presented separately. 
The initial step in the PATREC module is training sample 
selection. (A training sample is defined as an area in the MSS 
data corresponding to an area on the ground which has been pre-
viously selected since it contains a uniform, homogeneous land 
cover. Such sit-as are, in a simplistic sense, used to "train" 
the computer to recognize the same land cover elsewhere.)
	 The 
procedure of training sample selection deals with the task of 
$ locating predefined training sample boundaries in the digital 
data, matching the boundaries as closely as possible to the way in 
Iwhich they occur. on the earth's surface.
	 This task is accomplished 
I
through the use Of an Image Display System (IDS) (See E in Figure 2). 
This device, linked to the mini-computer and described in detail 
Iin Whitley, 1976, permits a visual display of the digital MSS data 
to be made.	 Such a display can be in either a black and white or 
Icolor enhanced mode.	 Using such a display, training sample boun-
daries can be located through the use of a movable cursor, which is 
shaped in the form of a "+" sign.
	 Each corner of the polygon con-
taining the sample is located, and the corresponding scan line-
element coordinates are read/recorded by the mini-computer.
	 This 
Iprocess is repeated until all training samples have been located 
and their boundary coordinates have been stored on disc memory. 
The next process that occurs is the computation of statistics 
I associated with the MSS digital data contained in each training 
sample (D in Figure 2).	 This step can actually occur immediately 
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after each individual training sample is located, or all training I samples may be chosen and the statistics can then be computed for I	 all training samp les at the same time. However, regardless of the technique involved, the resultant statistics (including a mean 
I
vector and covariance matrix) define the distribution of training 
sample data MSS radiometric values in a multi-dimensional I space (which in turn is defined by the number of channels being I	 used). This characteristic of the training sample statistics has led to the usage of the term "spectral signature" to refer to 
I
training sample multispectral statistics. Training sample selection 
by which spectral signatures are derived has been referred to in 
the literature as."signature development". 
I
As the statistics are computed for each training sample, the 
investigator must make several decisions. First, it must be deter-
mined whether the training sample population is statistically homo-
I	 geneous. This means that the histograms or frequency counts of the data (for all charnels) appear to be fairly normally distributed, 
with no "outliers" (data points located at some unusually large 
distance from the mean) or multimodal tendencies Second, the I actual number of data points (elements) in each training sample I	 must be of a sufficient number to constitute a statistically "valid" population (generally th6ught to be greater than 30 elements). By 
I
selecting the largest possible training sample (and hence including 
the greatest number of elements), statistical tests conducted at a 
$	 later time can be made with greater levels of confidence. This 
helps to assure a much more reliable output. 
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The third decision that must be made relative to the statis-
tics is to determine that the coefficient of variation (computed as 
standard deviati X 100%) for any and all channels is of a suff i- I	 mean ciently low magnitude. Experience with various data sets indicates 
I
that acceptable maximum values for the coefficient of variation (CV) 
lie in the range of 10 -15% for aircraft acquired MSS data, and 
1	 5-10% for Landsat MSS data. However, these values are by no means I	 considered absolute; the investigator must maintain enough flexibi-lity to alter the acceptable maximum values of the CV in response 
I
to the quality and type of data being processed. Thus for radio-
metrically "clean" data, CV's of 5% for Landsat MSS data might be 
I upper limit values; for low quality data 15% might be the maximum. I	 Selection of an acceptable maximum value becomes somewhat easier as experience is gained in processing MSS data. 
I The final decision that must be made is one dealing with 
I
the overall radiometric "purity" of the data. As previously 
mentioned, outliers or multimodal tendencies would indicate poten-
tial problems with training sample location or composition. Other 
problems include (but are not restricted to) data value skipping 
I (observable on the histograms as skips or gaps in the histograms 
I
.	 at regular intervals), saturation (data values consistently occur-
ring at extreme high limit of signal for a particular channel), 
I
and pure samples (Ino variance--all data have the same radiometric 
value--primarily a problem associated with water). 
If none of the problems mentioned above are observed, the 
I statistics for the training sample under consideration can be I	 . .	 . 19
I
stored-for later use. If, however, one or more problems are 
I encountered, corrective actions should be undertaken. These 
I
actions may be taken in such a manner that the training sample 
is simply dropped and is no longer considered in the analysis. 
I
Alternately, the training sample can be relocated in the digital 
data and a new set of statistics computed. This latter action is 
I highly desirable in situations where the particular training 
I
sample in questiDn is the only one representing a particular land 
cover type. If this land. cover type is significant, the loss of 
I
the training sample might prove detrimental to the overall utility 
of the resultant product. If, however, the training sample is 
I but one of several representing a particular land cover category, I	 the loss might not be critical. (Allof the aboveactivities are represented by the block labeled D in Figure 2). 
It is for these reasons that it is highly desirable to 
I
utilize at least three training samples per land cover cate-
gory. By doing so, the possibility of "losing" an important 
Iland cover type is minimized. In addition, reselection of a 
training sample would not be necessary. This is quite important, 
Iparticularly if ground truth information 1 was obtained by I
Ground truth information refers to data which describe the I	 land cover in existence on a training sample site (.in the field), and deals with vegetative cover, non-vegetative factors such 
as rock outcroppings, sand bars, etc., and topographic consi-I	 derations, all of which will effect the spectral characteristics of the site. Detailed procedures for gathering ground truth information can be found in Joyce, 1978. I	 ,	 20.
I
actual onsite field visitation by an earth scientist (e.g., 
Iforester, geologist, etc.). . Reselection of samples would require 
I	 revisitation and additional time and financial costs would be incurred. If, however, ground truth information is in the form 
I
of interpretations taken from aerial photographs, land use maps, 
soil maps, etc., reselection of training samples would not 
Iimpose severe setbacks in terms of time or costs. 
ITraining sample selection and subsequent computation of 
statistics are activities conducted on the interactive IDS (E 
in Figure 2).. This system is composed of an operator's console, 
which allows for communication between the computer (not consi-
dered part of heIDS) and the investigator, and an image dis-
play device. This device is composed of a color cathode ray tube 
(CRT) similar toa standard color television set, and in addition, 
a disc memory that stores the information derived by the mini-
computer from the CCT containing the MSS data and places it in 
picture form on the CRT. Descriptions and photographs of the. 
IDS can be found in Whitley, 197. (The IDS, mini-computer, 
peripherals, etc;, form the DAS.)_ 
The complete set of training sample statistics which are 
to be used in subsequent data processing steps are stored on a 
separate, addres3able computer disc memory file. However, before 
proceeding to the.'actual classification of all, elements in the 
data set, one more statistical analysis is necessary. This step, 
referred to as divergence analysis, permits the investigator to 
determine whether or not any particular pair of training samples 
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are spectrally separable 'from one another, and if not, how 
meaningful groupings of similar training samples can be made. 
(This step is also encompassed by the set of activities labeled 
D in Figure 2). 
The vehicle, for determining the relative spectral separa-
bility which exists between two training samples is a computed 
value called divergence. (See Jones, 1976, for a detailed dis-
cussion of divergence.) This value is calculated by the inter-
active program IASTAT (Interactive Statistics). Training sample 
statistics are used to estimate the capability of the computer 
to spectrally discriminate two training samples from each other. 
The divergence between the two samples, calculated from the indi-
vidual training sample 'statistics, is printed out in matrix form 
for up to 64 training samples at a time. As the relative magni-
tude of the divergence between any two training samples increases, 
the spectral separability, and hence, the computers discriminatory 
capability increases. The converse is also true. 
Perhaps the . only problem associated with the use of diver-
gence is that 6k deciding a "critical" divergence value. This 
value is defined as being that divergence magnitude, above which 
training samples are considered spectrally separable and below 
which training samples are considered inseparable and hence should 
be grouped. For experience, it has been found that this value. 
fluctuates in a manner influenced by (1) the land cover categories 
to be classified, (2) the overall radiometric characteristics of the 
digital data, arid (3) 'the overall range in values for a partial set 
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of training samples. It therefore becomes necessary to establish I the critical divergence value only after analyzing the initial 
IASTAT run (no groupings made previous to this initial run). 
Should two training samples (for example "coal seam" and I "water" which are totally dissimilar as land cover types) appear 
I
to be spectrally inseparable, several checks should be made before 
reaching the conclusion that they are not spectrally separable 
I
(and hence the land cover types they represent are not spectrally 
separable). First, the location of the training samples in question I should be rechecked on the CRT, and second, the descriptive name 
I
associated with it should be verified, to assure that a "water" 
training sample was not mislabeled as being "coal seam" or vice versa. 
Training samples which are not spectrally separable may be 
I
combined; i.e., the data points (elements) for two or more training 
samples may be grouped into larger populations and the statistics I for this larger group are then computed and stored. Thus, training I	 samples representing the same or similar land cover types, and exhibiting appropriate divergence values, could be grouped into 
I
one larger "training sample." 
'
	
	
After computation of statistics for the grouped sample pop-
ulations has been ompleted, the statistics for the grouped popu-
lations and all training samples not grouped are compared again, 
with inseparable cne.s being combined. This process is iterated as I many times as necessary to produce training sample populations 
which are spectrally separable. From this point on, such spectrally 
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I
separable populations are referred to as "classes," each class 
I
corresponding' (in a spectral sense), to "a particular land cover 
category defined,-by the investigator. 'Classes may be composed of 
Iseveral land cover types (e.g., natural vegetation class is com-
posed of sagebrush, rabbitbrush, etc.) in the case of classes com-
posed of several individual training samples. It can be.readily 
I
seen that as more and more groupings are made, the detail of the 
classification 'may decrease. 
Before proceeding on to the classification technique, a 
Ispecial characteristic associated with aircraft acquired MSS data 
I
	
	
should be mentioned. Most airborne MSS systems contain more than 
four channels (which do not in general relate to the Landsat MSS 
I
channels). However, software developed by NASA/NSTL restricts the 
number of channels used as input to the classifier to a maximum 
of four. This restriction to four channels does not seem to affect 
I
	
	
the adequacy of spectral separation of major land cover types of 
interest to EPA/EMSL. (Anderson, et. al., 1978) 
ISeveral techniques can be used to reduce the number of 
I
channels to four, one such technique utilizes the program SEPARATION. 
This program has been designed to select, from an input set of UIt 
I
channels, the four channels that will lead to the best overall 
spectral separation of the training samples used as inputs. Only 
Ione set of four channels will be selected for use in classification. 
I
	
	
The statistics generated for the individual training samples are 
actually utilized in a manner similar to that described in Jones, 
1976.- The statistics are then recomputed for the four chosen 
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channels for each training sample, divergence analysis is con-
ducted, and groupings, again based on only four channels, are 
made. (PATREC module - D in Figure 2). 
Computer implemented classification of MSS data is depen-
dent on the use of multivariate statistics describing spectrally 
separable land cover types. Classical "supervised" techniques 
previously described rely on the investigator selecting training 
samples from the MSS data, analyzing the resultant statistics, 
and grouping sucn statistics if it is determined that they repre-
sent spectrally non-separable land cover types. This procedure 
I
requires that ground truth information be available for use for 
all such training samples used, and that the boundaries of the I training samples be recognizable in the MSS data. I SEARCH is a program which can be used to develop statistics 
for spectrally separable land cover types without the need for I ground truth information. In this sense, it can be called an 
I
"unsupervised" technique, since no manual manipulation of the 
data is required by the investigator. 
SEARCH evaluates every contiguous six scan line by six 
I
element block of data for spectral "purity". This is done by com-
puting the statistics for the block of data under evaluation, and I comparing them to' threshold values input by the investigator. A I	 block of data is retained only if the standard deviations for all channels lies in the range specified by the investigator, and if 1	 the computed coefficient of variation ((standard deviation/mean)* I 25
100%) is less than or equal to that input as a threshold. 
Statistics for those blocks deemed acceptable for use are 
stored in memory. 
The process of evaluating sIx scan line by six element 
blocks iscontiriued until 50 sets of statistics have been stored. 
At this point, pairwise divergences are computed, and that pair 
with the smallest pairwise divergence is combined. This merger 
permits the use of the fiftieth slot, and an alternating statistics 
evaluation-statistics merger continues until all input data has 
Ibeen va1uated. If at any time during execution of SEARCH, the 
I
smallest pairwise divergence is larger than a user input maximum 
separability for merger, all statistics derived from a single six 
Iby six block with a divergence of less than 4.5 times the maximum 
separability for merger, when paired with statistics derived from 
Itwo or more six by six blocks, are eliminated. If in this case no 
I
statistics.are removed from memory, the maximum separability for 
merger is incremented and the process is repeated. 
Statistics retained in memory after a final deletion has 
I
been made are written into a computer disc memory file. These 
statistics can then be used as inputs to the classifier, which 
Iin the case of this study was MAXL4 (Maximum Likelihood-4 
channels of data). 
At this point in the data processing flow, data classifica-
tion occurs (D in Figure 2). Software developed by NASA/NSTL and 
referred to as MAXL4 accomplishes this task. 
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MAXL4 is a. four channel maximum likelihood data classifica-
tion program which uses as. inputs inverses of class covarience 
matrices, probabilities at input quadratic thresholds, class 
1	 constants, and area of the input data to be classified. Unlike 
i
straight forward maximum likelihood classifiers currently in 
use however, .MAXL4 contains three "speed-up" execution sections 
I
which greatly cut down the processing time in most cases (with 
respect to simple maximum likelihood classifiers). I
The first time-efficient processing section is the unpack! 
I compare subroutine. This subroutine compares the element under I
	
	
consideration with the one previously classified. If this element 
is identical to the last element classified, the result of the 
I
classification of the previous element is duplicated. If an iden-
tical match is not found, the program continues on with a maximum 
I likelihood type approach. This first "element comparison" techni-
que speed-up achieved is somewhat data dependent, but has been 
found to be very helpful when processing data covering areas of 
I
relatively homogeneous land cover. Water bodies result in a 
substantial speed-up, as might be expected. 
The second manner in which a speed-up in the classification 
I
can be achieved is the manner in which elements not "classified" 
in the "element comparison" are subsequently classified. During 
I this procedure, an initial probability (PROB) is established as a I	 negative number with 'a large absolute value, and an index (M) is initialized to one. This point is subsequently referred to as the 
1	 class re-entry point.
2.7	 . 
i
I I The mean vector of class N is subtracted from the vector 
I
of the element under consideration, and the quadratic threshold 
of the difference is computed. This computed quadratic threshold I is subtracted from the "class constant" (which is simply the log 
I
of the probability of the occurrence of class N given the mean 
vector). The resultant difference represents the log probability 
I
of the occurrence of class N. This value is compared with PROB. 
If the log probability of class N is greater than PROB, then it is I stored in PROBand M is stored in an index parameter "IND". N is 
I
. subsequently indexed by one and the process is repeated. Should 
PROB be less than the class constant of class M, the program is 
I
directed to the 'class re-entry point (mentioned previously), since 
otherwise the element most likely is represented by class number I "IND". If on the other hand, PROB is greater than the class 
I
constant of class N, then none of the remaining classes could 
possibly be most likely to represent the element under considera-
tion, since the class constants have previously been sorted and 
stored accordingly. The classification (with or without a priori I values) can now be made. I The log probability/class constant comparison speed-up is I	 most influences by input a priori values when processing satellite data, since the determinants of the covarience matrices do not 
I
tend to vary to any great degree. This technique has been shown 
to greatly speed-up the processing of aircraft data, where the I trend is for the determinants to vary much more. I	 28.
I
The output from MAXL4 is a CCT containing classified data 
I
(F in Figure 2), and line printer statistics indicating the 
number of elements (and percent of data) classified into each 
I class. The tape serves two purposes. First, it can be used to I	 furnish acreage statistics, calculated by an acreage program called POLYAC (P2ygon Acreage). In addition, other software 
I
packages permit individual theme (class) inventories to be made. 
Such software is contained in module G of Figure 2. 
The second use for the classified CCT is in the production 
I
of hard copy products (C in Figure 2), such as color or black and 
white film recordings (to desired scale), electrostatic printer! 
I plotter output fcr use in the generation of CROMALIN products, 
I
or simply viewing on the IDS. —The latter is generally performed 
first, to verify, in a broad sense, that the classification fairly 
I
reliably represents the surface land cover patters in the area 
of interest. 
i
Prior to the time work had been conducted for one task of 
1	 Phase II of this Project, only Landsat MSS data would have been I	 subjected to ad'ditonal processing, since no technique had been developed for referencing aircraft acquired MSS data to a map 
I
base. However, aircraft MSS data can now be treated in a manner 
similar to that of Landsat MSS data in as much as the capability 
I exists to geometrically correct aircraft MSS data and reference 
it, like Landsat MSS data, to the Universal Transverse Mercator 
I (UTN) map projection system. This process occurs at H of Figure 2, 
I
and is completed for both aircraft and Landsat acquired MSS data 
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in two steps. (The procedure for registering aircraft acquired 
1	 MSS data is described in a later section of this report.) 
I
The first step in the registration process is to locate, 
on a suitable map base,. several geographic or cultural features 
I that are recognizable on the CCT's from which training samples 
I
were selected. , The coordinates for these points (in the UTM 
system) are recorded and serve as part of the input to the 
Geographic Referencing (GEOREF),. program ( .1 in Figure 2). These 
same points are located in t1digital data, and their scan line! 
I element coordinates are recorded (J in Figure 2). , These coordin-

ates make up the other input to GEOREF (Graham, 1977). 
I
Using both sets of control point coordinates, GEOREF cal- 
culates correction parameters for the MSS data. Should the output 
I
indicate it, one or more control points can be deleted, due to 
excessively large errors encountered in the calculation of the 
I corrected location for that point. For this reason, it is recom-
mended that numerous control points be selected for each data set, 
distributed as uniformly as possible over the entire geographic 
area contained in the data. 
I
Geographic 'correction parameters, when applied to the 
classified data, 'accomplish two things. First, the data are 
I
geographically positioned to within '100 meters rms. (at 66% level 
of confidence) for Landsat MSS data and to within a user specified 
I rms error for aircraft' acquired MSS data, 'based on an analysis of 
I
the "fit" of the control points. Second,'the data are converted 
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I
from the 59 m by 79 m element of the original MSS data to a 50 m I x 50 m GEOREF element in the case of Landsat MSS data, and to any 
I	 desired output cell sizein the case of aircraft MSS data. This conversion is accomplished by comparing the GEOREF cell to its 
I
"nearest neighbors" of the original MSS data. 
GEOREF CCT's (K in Figure 21.can be utilized in numerous 
ways, including: I:	 \ 1. Map making (ItemL in Figure 2) through filming (to a 
I
desired scale) the digital classification on color or black and 
white continuous strip film, ot through density plot/CR0IIALIN I process (Whitley, 1976 
2. Application programs (Item M in Figure 2) including 
change detection, acreage compilation (by class), individual I class inventory, etc I 3. Data-Base (DATEAS) construction (Item N in Figure 2). 
I	 One difference between a GEOREF CCT and a DATBAS (Item 0 in Figure 2) is that, in the DATBAS, each GEOREF element has associated with 
I
it up to 26 types of information, acquired from MSS data and from 
other sources Csuch as elevation from topographic maps, soil survey, I etc.). This information (Item P in Figure 2) is useful in either 
I	 mapmaking (based on more detailed and accurate sources of informa-tion) whichis.ccmputer-oriented,or in special purpose applications 
I
(Item N in Figure 2).. This capability to utilize auxiliary infor-
mation adds a new dimension to the processing/utilization capabi-I 1itis of remotdy sensed digital data. 
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It should. be
 noted, however., that if the need for using 
other map projection system exists, software modifications 
must be made which would allow for the use of such systems. 
I 
I 
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IV.	 REGIONAL ANALYSIS APPLICATIONS BASED ON THE USE OF LANDSAT 
I
MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER DATA AND AUXILIARY DATA FOR REHABILI-
TATION POTENTIAL ESTIMATION 
A.	 Description of the Task 
The objective of this task of the project was to develop 
I
an automated procedure which utilizes Landsat acquired MSS data 
and auxiliary data in such a manner that a classification or 
I estimation of rehabilitation potentials for user selected areas 
I
could be produced.	 Such a procedure would be developed for use 
on a "mini-computer t ' data processing system, of a configuration 
I
similar to that assembled for and transferred to EPA during 
Phase I of the project. 	 (The reader is referred to Anderson, 
1 1976 (Appendix C) and Whitley, 1976, for technical information 
I
dealing with the configuration of the EPA (and similar) data 
processing system.)	 Software required to implement the concept 
I
was developed by NASA/NSTL and subsequently transferred to EPA 
at the conclusion of Phase II of the project. 
Auxiliary data, as used in the context of this section of 
I this report, refers to information not directly associated with 
Landsat MSS data, but nonetheless considered as being of a signi-
ficant importanceto the overall effectiveness of the rehabilitation 
I
potential estimation procedure devised.	 Auxiliary data is quite 
commonly (although not always) found in map form, of varying detail 
I and map scale, and is available from numerous sources.	 Examples 
of such data include soil information (from soil maps developed I 33I
by the Soil Conservation Service or other agencies), rainfall 
I
(from maps or data compiled by the National Weather Service), 
and elevation (derived from topographic map sheets of various I scales produced by the U.S. Geological Survey). I B. Scope of the Task 1	 Demonstration of the procedure was to be conducted in a 
one degree latitude by one degree longitude study area situated 1	 in such a manner that the northern two-thirds of Campbell County, 
I
Wyoming was included (Figure 3). This area was chosen for the 
following reasons: 1 
I
area of 
I	 2. proposed 
I
to check
The area is surrounded by the Powder River Basin, an 
iast coal. reserves and of interest to EPA/ENSL 
The Powder River Basin contains numerous active and 
coal strip mine sites, thereby affording the opportunity 
results obtained from the implementation of the procedure 
3. The area typifies a semi-arid environment which exists 
over a large portion of the western U.S. 
4. Landsat MSS data, of good quality and of a date of 
I
collection corresponding to "peak of green" conditions in the 
study area, was available for use 
5. Auxiliary data, in a format suitable for use, was 
obtainable. 
I
I 
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Figure 3. Location of the Study Area tor me investigation i.'eaiirig 
with the Regional Application of Landsat Data 
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I
Implementation of 'the procedure would depend on the use 
I of Landsat MSS data to furnish land cover information, and the 
incorporation of auxiliary parameters which, when examined 
together, could be used as a basis for estimating the rehabili-
tation potential'of a user selected area. 
C.	 Technical Approach 
The solution to the problem of developing' an automated 
I rehabilitation 'potential estimation procedure lies in the use 
I
of a geographically referenced data base (DATBAS).	 The specifi-
cations provided by EPA/EMSL for the development of the DATBAS 
I were as follows: 
1.	 It was to be based on the use of an interactive 
processing system I
2.	 It was to accept both polygon digitized and grid 
digitized input.  
3.	 It was '.to be capable of containing data for a one degree 
latitude by one degree longitude area (at the equator) '
4.	 It was to be capable of storing a minimum of 6 parameters 
Iof environmental information in addition to locational parameters 
I
5.	 It was 'to provide' for a choice of cell size in multiples 
I of 50 meters from 50 meters up'to 400 meters. 
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The DATBAS 'designed for use in this task is capable of 
storing information for up to 26 parameters of in
	 over a 
one degree of latitude by one degree of longitude geographic 
area. Not all 26 parameters are available for use in storing 
environmental or other such data, however, as several must be 
reserved for use as locational aids (State, County, etc.). 
One additional item, which-adds a great deal to the utility 
of the DATBAS structure developed in this task, warrants mention 
at this time. The investigator has the opportunity to interactively 
edit the data contained in the DATBAS. Such anediting capability 
could possibly be related to the addition of newly acquired data, 
the insertion of data previously thought to be unavailable for use, 
the modification of data found to be incorrect,. etc. 
The investigator can also make use of the interactive nature 
of the DATBAS in yet another manner. Several data processing sub-
routines have been incorporated into the DATBAS interactive software' 
which will permit the investigator to perform tasks which are more 
or less data dependent, e.g. compute acreages for specific areas, 
perform data overlays (described later in this section of the re-
port), and produce annotated products (examples of which are con-
tained in this report) all of which are accomplished in a real 
time mode. 
Operational implementation of the procedure involves the steps 
outlined below, assuming that all pertinent data have been stored in 
the appropriate DATBAS location: 
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a. The user selects the. area that is of interest, and 
isolates that area from all else surrounding it. In rehabili-
tation applications, this is envisioned as being a sub area of 
the original 1° by 1 0 'DATBAS. This step is most commonly carried 
out using the land cover information contained in the DATBAS, as 
it is quite easy to relate land cover patterns to maps, etc. 
However, the DATBAS is structured in such a manner that the data 
containedwithinit is referenced to the Universal Transverse 
Mercator (UTM) map projection system, and hence areas of interest 
can be located through the use of UTM northing and easting coor-
dinates defining the boundaries of such areas. 
b. The user next examines the appropriate parameters of 
the DATBAS, either singly or as they co-exist, and compares each 
or all with a set of values that he has developed to define 
various levels of rehabilitation potential. The actual method 
by which this examination/comparison step is accomplished is 
discussed in a later section of this report. 
C. The user then assigns or estimates the rehabilitation 
potential for the area under consideration based on his set of 
values developed for his area of interest. In this manner, any 
area located in the DATBAS can be examined and a rehabilitation 
potential estimate can be produced. Should an area of interest 
be located in two (or more)., DATBAS's, the procedure is repeated 
for each fractiQn,of the study area on each DATBAS containing a 
portion of the entire study area. The results are simply pooled 
together to arrive at the desired estimate. 
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D. Procedures and Methodology 
1. Processing Landsat MSS Data 
Work commenced with the acquisition of Landsat MSS data from 
the EROS Data Center, located in Sbus Falls, South Dakota. The 
EROS system is set up in such a manner that users of Landsat data 
can obtain computer data searches for data' covering a particular 
geographic area' during a specific time frame. The output obtained 
from these computer searches is a tabularization of the available 
Landsat data which covers a desired geographic area within dates 
specified by the user. Additional information contained in the 
computer printout indicates such things as Landsat acquisition 
(scene) I.D., date of collection, relative quality of the MSS 
channels (on a àcale of one (low) to eight (high)), approximate 
percent cloud cover (in increments of 10 percent) and latitude/ 
longitude coordinates of the corners of each Landsat scene. In 
most cases, this is sufficiently detailed to permit the user to 
select and order' MSS data. However, regional centers have micro-
film cassettes available for viewing which contain black and white 
format transparencies of all Landsat MSS data available, and should 
the user desire'tô preview the data before ordering it, these micro-
films can be used :
	 addition, if the nearest EROS office is at 
some distance from the users location, black and white prints of the 
data can be ordered from the Sioux Falls office which can' serve the 
same preview fuh'ction. This, .of course, adds to the overall data 
receipt time, butin many cases can cut down the expense of receiving 
data that can not'be used.
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I
EROS charges a flat fee of $200.00 for CCT's containing I Landsat four channel MSS data covering a 100 N. mile by 100 N. 
•1	 mile Landsat scene. (Prices included in this report reflect 
charges in effect at the time of this writing. For current 
prices, consult with the respective data supplier.) In general, 
the time lag between -ordering and receipt of Landsat MSS data I is between 2 weeks to one month. 
I Data for this project, specifically •Landsat scene 2889-16452 
I
(29 June 1977 collection date), was received in January 1978. This 
Landsat scene was selected for use since: (1) the entire study 
area was located within the geographic boundaries of the data set, 
(2) all of the MSS channels were rated as being excellent, (3) I cloud manifested problems were very minimal, (4) data collection 
I
date (29 June) is compatible with other data processed in the same 
area, and (5) the data was the most recent available. A black and 
I
white photographic print of Landsat channel 5 (.6-.7m) is included 
as. Figure 4, and will serve to orient the reader to the study area 
as it is situated in the Landsat data scene. Upon receipt, the 
I	 CCT's containing the data for the study area were reformatted and corrected for scan line banding.2 
I In September, 1977, ground truth teams visited the study area 
and collected detailed information for training sample sites 
2 The reader is referred to the section of this report entitled 
"Data Processing Considerations" for details of computer pro-
cessing steps mentioned herein. 
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I
selected for use in the study. The training sample sites were 
I
plotted on 1:24,000 scale topographic map sheets, and this infor-
mation was used in the training sample selection procedure con-
ducted on the IDS. Resulting training sample statistics were 
I
analyzed, and a classification was conducted based on 47 spectrally 
separable classes. These 47 classes, can be consolidated into 8 
I land cover classes representing broad cover types of: (1) water, 
(2) coal, (3) exposed/piled overburden, (4) residential areas, 
1	 (5) cultivated fields (including growing plants, 'stubble and 
i
bare soil), (6)'range land, (7) reseeded range land, and (8) 
forested land. These broad categories reflect major land cover 
I
types in the study area. 
I
In an attempt to determine the accuracy of the classification, 
in terms of some standardized scheme, it was decided to compare the 
I classified Landsat data to the U.S. Geological Survey's "Land Use 
I
	
	
and Land Cover Classification System for Use with Remote Sensor 
Data", (Anderson, J. R., et.al ., 1976). 
I The classifications produced by this system are in the form 
I
of transparent'map overlays Cat various scales), on which land use 
and land cover classifications have been delineated. Each such 
I
land use or land cover delineation has been assigned a unique land 
use classification number (e.g. 75 represents strip mines, gravel 
I pits, and quarries). The USGS is currently digitizing these over-
lays, but at the: 
I 
time of this study, the Gillette 1:250,000 scale 
topographic map overlay (containing the study area) had not been 
digitized.
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Comparison in this study were made with the USGS Level II 
classifications, since, as Anderson points out,"...Level II will 
probably be most ' appropriate for state-wide and interstate regional 
land use and land cover compilation and mapping..." (Anderson, J. R., 
et. al., 1976) and the classification descriptions match those land 
cover types of interest in this study. 
The overlay 'sheet containing the UGS classification delinea-
tions was then positioned on an X-Y digitizer and initialization 
of the digitizer was then conducted. This procedure permits the 
operator to digitize points by their true UTM coordinates, thus 
facilitating the placement of such data into the UTN referenced 
DATBAS. 
Sample points were located on the map overlay on a " grid, 
with the grid orientation determined in a random fashion. This 
systematic sample with random start produced 816 points within the 
sample area, which were then labeled with their corresponding USGS 
Level II classification number. These points were tabulated by USGS I classification, and several classes (primarily residential (USGS 
I	 Class 11), Commercial and Services (USGS Class 12), Industrial (USGS Class 13), Transportation, Communication, and Utilities 
I
(USGS Class 14), other Urban or Built up land (USGS Class 17), and 
Reservoirs (USGS Class 53)) were not represented in the sample. I This situation was corrected by resampling the map overlay in a 
stratified fashion, sampling only those classes which were not I represented in the initial systematic sample., 
43 I	 1 
I
The resulting 842 total sample points were digitized and 
I
placed into the DATBAS. The classified Landsat data was then 
geographically referenced and was placed into the DATBAS in such 
a manner that the resulting DATBAS "cell" was approximately 
I
40 acres in size (400 m to a side). This cell size is thought to 
be small enough, to be of utility to EPA/ENSL for purposes of a 
I
regional applications demonstration. 
I
A print of the contents of the DATBAS was then used to match 
each of the sample points (with known USGS classification) to the 
I
corresponding Landsat classification DATBAS cell. Since the Landsat 
I	 classes were developed from training samples of known land cover composition, each Landsat class could be related to a particular 
I
USGS class. It'-was therefore a simple task to tabulate those Land-
sat cells that were either in agreement or disagreement with the 
I
USGS classification for the sample points. 
Based on the results of this comparison, it was decided to 
field check a portion of those points that were found to be in 
Idisagreement, since the USGS map overlay was prepared by photo 
I	 interpreting aerial photography (dated 1974-76) of a small scale, and since errors in either system could produce "false" disagreements 
I
to occur. Areas found to be in agreement were not field checked, 
as it was felt that when the two systems were in agreement, the 
chance that both were in error was quite remote. 
I
The purpose of this sample was to obtain a reliable estimate 
of the accuracy of the classified Landsat data. This would be 
44, I
accomplished by using the results of the field check to estimate 
the actual number of points thought to be in error but in fact 
correctly classified, and combining this figure with that of the 
points found to be in agreement in the original sample. 
A ten percent sample of those points in disagreement was 
taken. This sample was structured in such a way that allocation 
of field check sites was in proportion to the total number of 
Landsat points'found to be in disagreement with a particular USGS 
classification. Points selected were plotted on 1:24,000 scale 
topographic map sheets, and in July, 1978, a team was sent to 
conduct field checks for those sites. 
2. Integration of Auxiliary Data 
The six types of auxiliary data to be used in the rehabili-
tation poténtialestimation procedure were: 
a. Aspect (slope orientation) 
b. Elevation 
C. Rainfall 
d. Slope 
e. Soil type or series 
f. Temperature 
These factors, when considered jointly for an area of the sur-
face of the earth, serve to define environmental, niches in which 
plant species .will be expected to successfully establish themselves 
45 .	 .
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and maintain growth after rehabilitation activities are discon-
tinued. For the purposes of this demonstration, the above listed 
factors were considered of an adequate number, and it is recog-
I nized by the author that these six factors by no means encompass 
v
all of the envIromnental factors which could have been included 
in this demonstration. The rehabilitation potential estimation 
Iprocedure has been developed to allow for the inclusion of addi-
tional (up to 18 total) factors should an investigator wish. 
Not only do , environmental factors greatly affect the final 
success or failure of rehabilitation, but they also define, to a 
I
	
	
large degree, the type of vegetation that might be found growing 
(in a natural state) in a specific area. Thus,.by knowing the 
type of vegetation that is presently growing in. an area, an insight 
is gained as to the vegetation type that might prove to he the 
Ibest suited for rehabilitation efforts for a specific combination 
of environmental factors found in the area, since that vegetation 
type has already adapted to the environment. This is the basic 
assumption used in the rehabilitation potential estimation proce-
dure developed. 
Of course, disturbances to the land might alter water tables, 
soil types, surface temperature, etc. to such an extent that this 
assumption no longer holds, but at the present time, an insuffi-
cient amount of 1terature exists that presents research results 
dealing with plant species suitable for rehabilitation of disturbed 
lands in the study area, and therefore concrete conclusions along 
these lines cannot be drawn. Should research produce evidence 
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that there are plant species more suitable for use in rehabili-
tation than those found growing naturally in the area, this can 
be incorporated into the scheme. I
Auxiliary data was obtained from the sources listed in 
Table 2. Soils and rainfall data were digitized from map sheets 
I
and placed directly. into the DATBAS (Figures 5 and 6). The soils 
data was digitized on a 400 m grid, with the predominant soil 
type serving to identify the entire 400m cell. Original scale 
of the soils maps was 1:63,360 (.F t = 1 mile), and six such sheets 
were required to completely cover the 10 by 10 study area. Total 
I
time required to. digitize these sheets was approximately 260 
manhours. 
The rainfall data was alternately digitized from a

1:1,000,000 scale map using a polygon approach, which required 
two manhours to complete. In the polygon approach, the boundar-
ies for a particular delineation (in this case, areas of equal 
annual rainfall) are digitized one at a time, and an entire 
polygon is placed into the data base at a desired scale. This 
method of digitizing has the advantage that once the data has 
been digitized and. placed on a CCT, it can be read into a DATBAS 
of any cell size. Thus, once the data is on a CCT, it is not 
necessary to go back and redigitize an area (as in the case of 
the cell-by-cell approach) to compensate for, a change inDATBAS 
cell size. This • saves a considerable amount of time, should 
additional DATBA'S applications requiring different cell sizes 
be required.
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Table 2 - SOURCES FOR THE AUXILIARY DATA USED IN THE 
INVESTIGATION OF REGIONAL APPLICATION OF 
LANDSAT DATA
Data Format SOurce 
Soil Type 1:63,360 map Soil Conservation Service 
Rainfall 1:1,000,000 map Packer, Paul E.
	 1974 
Rehabilitation Potentials & 
Limitations of Surface-Mined 
Lands in the Northern Great 
Plains, USDA Forest Service 
Report, INT-14
	 Ogden, Utah 
(Figure 1) 
Elevation CCT National Cartographic 
Information Center 
Aspect Derived from Elevation Data 
Slope Derived from Elevation Data
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* SOILS DATA 
pI1bP?	 •
* CAMPBELL COUNTY	 WYOMING 
- 
* DIGITIZED FROM 1 63360 
Ir	 I.
SCALE SOILS MAPS	 COMPILED 
a.	 '• - IN	 1953 
•:	 ; * 33 SOILS	 INCLUDING WATER 
•	 .,...
* 400 METER DATA BASE 
•
II
* PREPARED BY NASA NSTL'ERL 
L 1•
I	
* RAINFALL < ANNUAL > DATA 
* CAMPBELL COUNTY WYOMING 
* DIGITIZED FROM 1 1000000 
SCALE RAINFALL MAP OF THE 
NORTHERN GREAT PLAINS 
16 INCHES AND GREATER 
• 14 — 16 INCHES 
• 12 — 14 INCHES 
* 400 METER DATA BASE 
Ol-ARVADA CLAY 
2- ARVADA CLAY LOAM 
3- ARVADA LOAM 
4- BANKS FINE SANDY LOAM 
5- BRIDGEPORT VERY FINE SANDY LOAM 
6- DILLINGER GRAVELLY LOAM 
01- FORT COLLINS FINE SANDY LOAM 
8- FORT COLLINS LOAM 
9- GOSHEN FINE SANDY LOAM 
10- GOSHEN LOAM 
11-LAUREL CLAY LOAM 
12- MANVEL-MOLINE SILTY CLAY LOAMS 
13- MCKENZIE CLAY 
-1-4-aRr4AN -€tA - - - - - -	 - - - 
15- PIERRE CLAY 
16-RENOHILL CLAY 
1'1-RENOHILL CLAY LOAM 
18-	 ROLLING PHASE 
19- RENOHILL LOAM 
20-	 ROLLING PHASE 
21-ROUGH BROKEN LAND 
22-ROUGH BROKEN LAND (RENOHILL) 
23-ROUGH BROKEN LAND (SEARING) 
24- SARPY LOAMY SAND 
25- SEARING GRAVELLY LOAM 
26- TERRY LOAMY SAND 
21-	 ROLLING PHASE 
28- ULM CLAY LOAM 
29- SHALLOW PHASE 
30- ULM LOAM 
31- REDDISH SUBSOIL PHASE 
32- ROLLING PHASE 
33- WIBAUX-SEARING COMPLEX 
34- WATER
The terrain related topographic factors of aspect, slope, I and elevation, were derived from data purchased from the.National I
	
	
Cartographic Information Center Topographic Division (USD1 Geo-
logical Survey) in Reston, Virginia (22092). The data itself is 
located on 9 track computer compatible magnetic tapes in either 
800. or 1600 byte-per-inch density and Is composed of point eleva-
tions digitized from a 1:250,000 scale topographic map sheet on a 
.01" grid (which'represents approximately 200 ft. on the ground). 
Each' 1:250,000 scale map (1° latitude by 2 0 longitude) is divided 
into two 10 by '10 areas, such that two data blocks are required 
for one 1:250,000 scale. map. 
Costs at the time of this writing are $15 for the tape itself 
plus $6 for each 10 by 10 area required. Specific instructions and 
additional technical information can be found in NCIC Digital 
Terrain Tapes Users Guide, available from NCIC USGS Reston, Virginia. 
In order to obtain elevation, slope, and aspect parameters 
from the original elevation data on the NCIC CCT's several, computer 
programs developed at NASA were implemented. These programs reformat 
the original data and compute the aspect and slope for the desired 
output (,DATBAS) cell size from the 'elevation data. 
Output options included in the software permit the user to 
I
specify: (1) output cell size, (2). output elevation ranges (up to 
256 mutually exclusive ranges may be specified), (3) aspect ranges I (up to 8 mutually exclusive ranges)., and (4): slope ranges (up to 
20 mutually exclusive ranges). Computer run time required to 
51'	
,
I
produce results which can be integrated into the DATBAS depends 
I
on the output options selected, as well as the number of ranges 
for each output parameter used. For the data used in this study, 
1
	
	
12 elevation ranges (200' increments)., 8 aspect ranges, and 8 
slope ranges were used. (Figures 7, 8, and 9, respectively). 
I ,Temperature data, of the type needed, was not available from a sufficient number of weather stations in the study area, 
I
and thus meaningful temperature delineations could not be derived. 
This data type has been dropped from further considerations in 
this demonstration project, but it could be added to the procedure 
in future projects if available in other areas. It should be 
I noted that temperature generally correlates with elevation. 
$	 E. Results and'Analysis 
1	 1. Accuracy of the Data 
I
Accuracy figures calculated for the computer implemented 
supervised land cover classification of the Landsat MSS data 
$	 (Figure 10 and ii) are presented in Table 3. As can be seen, 
I	 the composite value is 86%, with values of individual land cover classes ranging from 50 to 100%. The low values were not un-
expected,as training samples were not specifically selected to 
represent these land cover types at the outset of this task.. 
A few training samples did match the description of these land 
I	 cover classes, butthis can be attributed to coincidence rather than a conscious effort. This fact, coupled with the low 
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Table 3 - ACCURACY FOR THE COMPUTER :EMPLENENTED SUPERVISED 
LAND COVER CLASSIFICATION OF THE LANDSAT MSS DATA 
USED IN THIS STUDY
Accuracy of 
USGS Land Cover	 Classification 
Classification USGS Level II Land Cover 	 of Landsat MSS 
Number	 Category	 Data 
11 Residential 677 
12 Commercial & Services 1007 
13 Industrial 1007 
14 Transportation, Communication, 100% 
and Utilities 
17 Other Urban or Built Up Land 50% 
21 Cropland & Pasture 78% 
24 Other Agricultural Land 100% 
31 .Herbaceous Rangeland 77% 
32	 . Shrub & Brush Rangeland 80% 
33 Mixed Rangeland 75% 
41 Deciduous Forest Land 100% 
42 Evergreen Forest Land 79% 
53	 . 'Reservoirs 100% 
62 •Unforested Wetlands 50% 
71 Dry Salt Flats 100% 
75	 . Strip Nines, Quarries 100% 
Gravel Pits 
76 Transitional Areas 100% 
Overall 86%
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Figure 11 A Portion of the Computer Implemented 
Land Cover Classifications of Landsat 
Acquired Nultispectral Scanner Data Reg-
istered to a 1:250,000 Scale Topographic 
Map Sheet Overlay 
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accuracy figures associated with the two land cover types in 
question, serve to emphasize the need for complete representation 
by training samples of all land cover types of interest in the 
study area. Had training samples been developed for "other urban 
and built up land" and "non forested wetlands", accuracy figures 
associated with these two classes would most probably have in-
creased. Figure 11 demonstrates the geometric fidelity of the 
classified Landsat data contained in the DATBAS to be the original 
1:250,000 scale topographic sheet. The class colors are the same 
as those in Figure 10. Acreage figures for the. classes represented 
in Figure 10 are given in Table 4. 
No effort was made to verify the accuracy of the ancillary 
data used in this study. The sources of the data have quoted 
accuracies for their respective products, and these accura-
cies effectively hold for the data used in the procedure demon-
station reported on herein. 
2. Operational Implementation of the DATBAS 
There exist numerous ways that the DATBAS can be used to 
deal with specific applications requiring investigator-data inter-
action. For the, purpose of demonstrating the utility of the 
DATBAS in this report, the following hypothetical example has been 
constructed. It should be noted that this is not the only way in 
which a solution could have been reached, and as an investigator 
becomes familiar with the DATBAS, other options would become 
apparent.
59
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Table 4 - ACREAGE COMPUTATIONS FOR THE LANDSAT CLASSIFICATION 
PRESENTED AS FIGURE 10 
CLASS	 ACREAGE 
Water---------------------------------------------- 79 I Coal ----------------------------------------------- 2728 Urban/Residential, Transportation ----------------- 13838 
Bare Soil,	 Clouds, Exposed Overburden ------------- 25936 
. Pasture ------------------------------------------- 3914 
Crop Stubble - Nearly Bare Soil ------------------- 14273 
Crop Stubble - Slight-Moderate. Density ------------ 16526 
Crop Stubble - Moderate to Dense------------------- 23682 I Crop Stubble - Dense with Green Plants ------------ 19373 
Alfalfa - Moderate Density ------------------------ 20164 
Alfalfa - Dense ----------------------------------- 633 I Alfalfa - Dense with Irrigation -------------------- 120 Reseeded Range - Stubble -------------------------- 15498 
Abandoned FieldMixed Native Grasses ------------ 149290 I Reseeded Range - Wheat Grass ---------------------- 139248 Reseeded Range - Wheat Grass (moist soils) 25976 
Native Range with Trees (various slopes) . ----------- 344958 
Native Range - Overgrazed ------------------------- 646742 I, Native Range - Sage and Granmia Grasses ------------ 283320 Native Range - Sage and Brome Grasses - ------------ 161863 
I Native Range - Sage and Misc. Grasses ----------- (noderate slopes) 163998 Native Range -Gramma and Lichens ------------------ 50686 
Native Range. - Nxed Grasses ---------------------- 43214 
I
Cottonwood/Willow - Dense -------------------------- 32301 
TOTAL ---------------- 2198360
I 
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Consider the following problem. A coal company has sub-
mitted a request for a permit to surface mine coal in the Campbell 
County area of Northeastern Wyoming. In the request, it is I specified that rehabilitation will be conducted, using plant 
species A, B, C, and D to establish a vegetative ground cover. No 
irrigation wilibe conducted on the rehabilitated areas. In addi- 
Ition, due to limitations associated with overburden depth, slopes, 
etc., mining will be restricted to Ulm loam soils occuring on a SE 
aspect. The entire proposed mine site is to be situated in an ele-
vation range of 4001-4200 ft. above.-Mean sea level. The question 
is whether or not the plant species mentioned in the request are 
suitable for use-in rehabilitating the area mentioned in the permit, 
given all of the ecological restrictions mentioned in the request. 
Following the outline for operational implementation of the 
rehabilitation potential estimation procedure mentioned earlier in 
this section, the first step that is necessary in order to answer 
the question at hand is to isolate the area in question from all 
other areas. For, the purposes of this demonstration, the boundaries 
were arbitrarily selected for a somewhat large area contained in the 
4	 DATBAS. This was done for ease of presentation and reader compre-
hension, and should not be misconstrued as a limitation of the 
applications software. Actual boundaries can be located (computed) 
t
through the implementation of a specific series of command instruc-
tions, or the boundaries can be digitized and placed into a para-
meter In the DATBAS. 
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After the boundarie-s have been located, the next step 
I
involves examination of the appropriate DATBAS parameters and 
a comparison of each parameter, either singly or as they co-
exist, with 
.a set of values. For this example, the comparison 
AL	 was conducted as follows. 
'
	
	 In the original request, it was specified that no irrigation

was to be conducted. Past experience (hypothetical) indicates 
I
that an annual minimum of 16 inches of rainfall is required to 
support vegetation in the area. Thus, the 16 inch annual rainfall 
minimum becomesá 'limiting factor", in as, much as irrigation I
	
	
would be required in areas with less than that amount 'if revegeta-

don efforts are to be successful. And since the hypothetical per-
mit request makes no allowance for irrigation, mining would have 
to be restricted to those areas where the vegetation would have a 
high probability of receiving sufficient moisture. 
The upper left portion of Figure 12 depicts the annual 
rainfall for the hypothetical proposed lease area. Yellow in 1	 this portion of the figure represents an annual rainfall of 14-16 
I
inches, blue represents 16 inches or greater per year. So, taking 
into consideration the 16 inch minimum annual rainfall constraint 
mentioned above, the blue area In the rainfall data would be the 
only area. suitable for mining from the standpoint of availability 
of sufficient moisture.
 
I
In addition to the moisture constraint, the mining was to 
be limited to ulrn loam soils occuring on SE aspects. In order I	 ,	 62 
I	 ,
to locate these areas, the soils data was examined first for the 
presence of the required rainfall. In this respect, the rainfall 
data was used as a "mask" to selectively restrict subsequent 
analysis to soil types meeting the rainfall constraint. The upper 
right portion of Figure 12 shows all soils (irrespective of aspect) - 
which occur inthe proposed lease areas which do, in fact, have 16 
inches or greater annual rainfall associated with them. Ulm loam 
soils appear orange in this portion of the figure. 
Aspect is included in the analysis by using the ulm loam soil 
type as a "mask'; the result being a display of the aspect of each 
400 m DATBAS cell which is of the ulm loam soil type, and which 
meets the moisture constraint (center right portion of Figure 12).. 
SE aspect slopes have been colored olive green in this display. 
I
Elevation considerations mentioned in the permit request 
(4001-4200 ft. a.m.s.l.) can now be included, by simply examining 
t
all elevations of each DATBAS cell meeting the previously men-
tioned constraints. The SE aspect is used as a mask to display 
1	 elevation data. The elevation range of 4001-4200 ft. a.m.s.1. 
I
appears as a dark green in the center portion of Figure 12. 
With this last "masking", all ecological constraints of 
concern have been examined. it is now a simple task to use the 
'	 4001-4200 ft. a.m.s.l. elevation range as a "mask", and display 
the land cover types (derived from Landsat MSS data) that can be 
I
found occurring on areas which meet all Of the constraints with 
which this example has dealt. Such is the nature of the lower 
1	 left portion of Figure 12.
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The vegetation types associated with each color on this 
final display can then be compared to. tthose mentioned in the 
	
.I	 permit request. Should those species proposed for use in reha-bilitation efforts be included in the species determined to be

	
1	 growing on the sites, no problems exist. However, should one 
or more proposed species be excluded from the list of species 
I found "naturally" growing in the area, a revision of the permit 
request may be in order. 
As each successive "masking" is made, the resulting display I is augmented by an acreage tabulation by class. 	 As an example, 
I
when the rainfall data is used as a mask, the resulting soils 
data display is accompanied by an acreage tabulation, indicating 
I
the acreages of each soil type with 16 inches or greater rainfall 
(annual) contained in the study area. 	 This automatic acreage I calculation feature has numerous uses, particularly if acreage 
figures weigh heavily in the problem at hand. 
I. F.	 Conclusions 
This hypothetical example served to illustrate but one way 
in which the procedure could have been executed. 	 Other factors I (.such as slope length, slope steepness, mean annual temperatures, monthly rainfall, newly released research results, etc.) could have 
I
been included, different problems could have been dealt with, etc. 
The major point to be emphasized here is that the procedure is -
1 highly flexible and thus, adaptable to numerous applications not 
restricted to rehabilitation oriented problems. 
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V. SITE SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS BASED ON THE USE OF AIRCRAFT I ACQUIRED MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER DATA FOR MONITORING 
SURFACE MINED LANDS 
A. Description of the Task I,
The objective of this task was to develop an automated 
data processingprocedure which would permit EPA/EMSL to classify 
I	 aircraft acquiredMSS data without the need for ground truth information gathering. Such a procedure would permit the "real 
I
time" processing of the multitude of aircraft MSS data which 
would be required to monitor the many surface mining operations I currently in production, or planned for future development. On 
I
site visitationwould be restricted to post data classification 
-	
trips deemed necessary through analysis of the classification 
I
produced. Software needed in order to implement such a procedure 
was developed, tested, and refined by NASA/NSTL, and transferred I to EPA/EMSL at the conclusion of Phase II activities. 
I
- 	 B. Scope of the Task 
I
Demonstration of the task was conducted using three on-
line coal strip mines, for which aircraft acquired MSS data-had 
been collected in 1975 (Phase I activity). Table 5 presents 
details of these mine sites.
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I
nTable 5 - ON-LINE COAL STRIP NINES USED IN THE SITE SPECIFIC 
TASK DEALING WITH AIRCRAFT ACQUIRED MULTISPECTRAL 
SCANNER DATA 
Coal Strip Mine	 Location	 1974 Production (.Tons) 
Belle Ayr Campbell Co, WY 3,301,472 
Decker No. 1 Big Horn Co, NT 7,000,000 
Navajo San Juan Co, NM 6,955,000
These MSS data sets for these three mines were chosen 
for the following reasons: 
(1) Aircraft acquired MSS data of the mines, collected 
in 1975, was on-hand 
(2) Detailed ground truth information (1975) existed 
for these mines, facilitating checkout of the 
procedure developed 
(3) A diversity of environmental conditions is repre-
sented, providing a means by which the procedure can 
be evaluated for sensitivity to changing site 
conditions 
(4) Aircraft acquired MSS data was scheduled to be 
collected for these mine sites in 1977 (by EPA/EMSL), 
which would function as a "test case" of the procedure 
developed.
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C. Technical Approach 
In order to permit the classification of aircraft acquired 
MSS data without the need for pre-classification ground truth 
information gatharing, software was developed and refined which 
would search the data for areas of spectrally uniformity, group 
those areas which were not spectrally separable, and output the 
statistics for the resulting spectrally separable classes. The 
program thus developed was termed "SEARCH".' 
Operational implementation of the procedure involves the 
following steps: 
1. The investigator specifies the data set to be used, 
along with several statistical parameters necessary to implement 
-	 the software 
2. Execution of the software SEARCH 
3. Use ofthe resulting statistics as input to a 
I	 classification program 
4. Analysis of the classification produced. 
D. Procedures and Methodology I
Past experience in dealing with aircraft acquired MSS data 
I of on-line coal strip mines has shown that results can be obtained 
which meet EPA/EMSL requirements for products, based entirely on the 
The reader is .referred to the section of this report entitled 
"Data Processing Considerations" for details of computer pro-
cessing steps mentioned herein. I	 68. I
use of a four channel subset of the original aircraft MSS data 
set (Anderson, et.al., ' 1978). The use of such a subset has 
several important considerations, among which are: 
(1) Data .proces sing costs are reduced on a per unit 
area. basis 
(2) Software developed for four channel Landsat MSS 
data can be applied to the four channel aircraft 
MSS data subset (e.g. SEARCH). 
1. Aircraft Data Processin 
The manner in which the four channel subset is chosen 
varies from one investigator to another, but for this study, 
channel selection was based on the output from the sun angle-
scan angle correction program. The output consists of a graph, 
displayed on the IDS, which plots average spectral response by 
element for each channel used as input. (This average spectral 
response is calculated from the spectral responses' of each 
element over aliscan lines.) 
The graphic display tends to indicate the correlation that 
exists between channels for a particular data set, in as much as 
channels which are highly correlated will have more or less iden-
tical graphs, perhaps the only significant difference being an 
almost constant offset distance.	 . 
Using such a display, the correlated channels were systema-
tically eliminated, in all cases favoring the channel with the 
69
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I	 H 
highest (most near to red) wavelength. If this procedure did I'	 not reduce the total number of channels to four, channels were I
	
	
eliminated which had fairly "flat" graphs, indicating no parti-
cularly high sensitivity to spectral change in the data. This 
I'	 in all cases redUced the number of channels to the desired four. 
The data fr the three mine sites previously mentioned were 
analyzed independently, and four channels were subsequently se-
lected for each data set. It is of interest to note that the channels 
selected were identical for all mine sites (channels 2, 7, 8, and 9). I The four channels thus selected were used as inputs to SEARCH. 
Since this was the first instance in which SEARCH was to be I applied to aircraft acquired MSS data, it was necessary to establish threshold values which would maximize the utility of the resulting 
classification, , while at the same time kept processing turn around 
time as minimal as possible. In order to accomplish this task, 
Ithree SEARCH/14AXL4 runs were made for each of the •three 1975 data
	
I	 sets. These runs were structured in such a manner that the only influence on the classification would result from altering the 
I
user specified statistical input parameters of SEARCH. 
The first' SEARCH/MAXL4 run for each data set was established 
	
-	
in a manner identical to that commonly used for processing Landsat 
I
data in Southeastern Louisiana (Table 6). This run served as a 
base from which alterations to the values of the input parameters I were made.
.70 
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Table 6 - INPUT PARAMETERS USED FOR SEARCH/MAXL4 PROCESSING OF 
AIRCRAFT ACQUIRED MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER DATA 
$ Parameter Run 1	 Run 2	 Run 3 
IStandard Deviation	 LO 0.5	 O'.5	 *0.1 
HI 1.0	 1.0	 *1.5 '
Coefficient of Variation (in70) 5	 5	 5 I
Maximum Separability 5	 *1	 *1 
(Divergence) for Merger 
* Indicates change from Run 1 I:
The second and third runs were set up in an attempt to pro-
gressively increase the number of six by six blocks of data found 
1 acceptable, and hence force the, software to evaluate more data. 	 It 
was anticipated that the result of this action would be an increase 
.1 made, since statistics used in the accuracyóf the classification 
would have been developed from a significantly larger population of 
sample points and hence would be more representative of the data 
I
being classified.
I
The EPA/EMSI, photo-interpreted aerial photography (collected 
concurrently with the MSS data) was used to define the minimum level 
of detail acceptable, since it was felt that the photo-interpretation 
I	 was produced to currently acceptable EPA/ENSL levels of detail, and that the outcome' of, the classification of MSS data must contain 
I 71 
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Iat least as much detail as was in the photo-interpretation to be 
I	 of real use to EPA/ENSL. It was therefore decided to use the photo-interpretation as a base, and to compare all classifications 
f
produced to that base. 
The EPA/EMSL photo-interpreted aerial photography was thus 
used to establish randomly located check plots; approximately five 
such plots were used for each of the land cover types delineated on 
the EPA/EMSL photo-interpretation The check plots were then locat-
ed in the raw MSS data, each plot being three scan lines by three 
elements in size. The scan line-element coordinates for the corners 
of each plot were stored on mini-computer disc memory for later use. 
After a classification was produced, a program was executed 
which tabulates the occurrence and acreages of classes within each 
of the check plots. The check plot tabulations were then arranged 
so that the program tabulations for check plots representing a 
singularland cover type were situated together. Analysis continued 
by examining the results of the acreage tabulations for the check 
I
plots, and matching the SEARCH developed spectrally separable classes 
to the EPA land use types found on the photo-interpretation.	 In 
Icertain instances	 (e.g.	 coal). , this was an easy task.	 In other 
cases (e.g. vegetation) several SEARCH classes corresponded to a I single EPA land ccver type, and separation.of SEARCH classes was 
somewhat involved
I
Two factors weighted heavily in the determination of which 
classification run was the most acceptable. First, the detail of 
I
the classification was considered. This was necessary since the 
i	
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I
classifications were being compared to an acceptable base, and 
$	
any detail over and above that contained in the base set would 
be unnecessary. Accuracy (agreement' of the classification to 
1	 actual land cover conditions) was also considered in this factor. 
I The second factor which was considered was that of overall 
turn around time. This factor is related to the first (i.e. 
I classification detail), since longer turn around times are normally 
I
required for more detailed classifications. In terms of the 
objectives of this investigation, the most acceptable classifica-
tion run would be the one which met the detail requirement, while 
at the same timeequiring the least turn around time. 
Analysis of the classifications produced for each mine site 
I was carried out with the objectives of acceptable detail and turn I
	
	
around time in mind. In this respect, a check plot which was 
classified correctly as being 1007 of one SEARCH class was the 
most desirable situation which could exist, since the plots were 
established in singular EPA land cover types. The greater the 
I number of classes, occurring in a check plot, the more undesirable 
it became. 
The check plots were then grouped by using the percent 
composition of SEARCH classes found in each check plot. For 
I
instance, check plots composed entirely of one class were placed 
in one group, those composed of 90 percent of one class, and ten 
1
	
	
percent of another were placed into a second group, etc. The 
results were grouped for later use. I I
Computer turn around time for each computer run was also 
I
determined, and :Lncluded such items as card deck preparation, 
and SEARCH and MAXL4 run times. These times were added together I for each computer run made for each mine site and were also 
stored for later use. 
Uponcompletion of analysis and the selection of the most 
desirable method for processing the data, the 1977 aircraft 
acquired MSS data was processed. This was done in an attempt 
to determine the overall effectiveness of the technique developed, 
since no aerial photography was used in conjunction with data 
I	 processing of the 1977 MSS data. Processing was conducted in a manner identical to that described herein for the 1975 aircraft 
$
data, with theexception that only the most desirable method of 
executing SEARCH/MAXL4 was used. 
E.	 Analysis and Results 
Tabulations for each computer pass for the MSS data for each 
I
mine included in this study are presented in Table 7. 	 Selection of 
the most desirable Run for Belle Ayr and Decker #1 mines is simpli-
fied somewhat by the fact that Run #1 (for both mines) resulted in 
the largest percentage of check plots classified entirely by one 
for class.	 In addition for Belle Ayr, the total computer run time 
$
Run #1 was lessthan that for either of the other two runs. 	 Run 
#1 for Decker #1 was just one minute more than Run #2, and this 
fact is balanced., by a two percent difference in percent of check 
plots classified, entirely by one class. 	 In this particular' case, I ,'	 74 I
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the "percentage of one class" figure was given more weight, and 
I
the result was that Run #1 was determined to be the most desirable 
for both Belle Ayr and Decker #1 mines. 
Total computer run times for the Navajo data processing 
I
are somewhat misleading, in as much as the classification software 
is executed through card input (background). This type of job is 
$	 given low priority with respect to processing done on the IDS 
I
(foreground). Thus, if computer time must be allocated between a 
background joband a foreground job, the foreground job will be 
given first priority to the time available. This means that should 
a foreground job be in progress at the same time that a background I job is being executed, the background job must "wait" until compu-
ter processing time is available for use, and hence the total 
computer time required will be inflated by the "wait" time.	 There 
I
is no way to isolate this "wait" time at present, and thus take 
into account background-foreground interface problems. I
One additional fact affects the total computer run time I required, that being the amount of data to be processed. 	 As the 
amount of data to be processed increased, the total amount of I "wait"	 increases. background	 time that could be expected also 
$
This is not a linear relationship however, but is dependent on 
foreground activity.
The greatest difference in total run time for the three runs 
I
used for Navajo was 26 minutes. This occurred between Runs #1 and 
#3, which were the Runs with the greatest (and equal) "percent I 76 I
one class" figu:res. As can be seen in Table 7, the SEARCH run 
time for Run #1 was 12 minutes less than that for Run #3. This 
difference was expected, since the statistical parameters were 
relaxed for Run #3 and quite restrictive for Run #1. 
I
It was therefore decided to use the SEARCH run time as an 
indicator of total run time, thus decreasing the influence of I "wait" time encountered during the long classification runs. With 
I
this decision made, Run #1 was subsequently chosen as the most 
desirable for Navajo. 
Even though the data were analyzed independently for the 
MSS data classifications for the three mine sites, Run #1 was 
chosen as the most desirable run for all mine sites. This is 
rather significant since the mines are. situated in diverse geogra-
phic regions, flight line orientation was different (North-South 
for Navajo and Decker #1, East-West for Belle Ayr), and volume of 
data 'analyzed varied considerably (Navajo contained approximately 
18.6 times the data of Belle Ayr). This outcome is very desirable, I since it demonstrates the relative consistency of the software 
over a wide range of conditions. 
Classified results obtained from Run #1 for Belle Ayr, 
Decker #1, and Navajo, along with their associated color tables, 
I	 are included as Figures 13, 14, and 15 respectively. These figures correspond to the areas around each mine site that have 
I
been photo-interpreted by the EPA and for which aircraft acquired 
MSS data was processed. Results obtained agree very closely with I	 7.7	 .	 . I
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Li
COMPUTER IMPLEMENTED
LAND COVER CLASSIFICATION OF 
AIRCRAFT ACQUIRED

MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER DATA 
NAVAJO COAL STRIP MINE, 
SAN JUAN CO., NEW MEXICO 
DATA COLLECTED JUNE, 1975 
If
COAL/WATER 
STRIPPING BENCH, HIGH WALLS,ETC. 
STRIPPING BENCH, RECONTOURED SPOILS 
STRIPPING BENCH, EXPOSED SOILS WITH 
VERY SPARSE VEGETATIVE COVER 
STRIPPING BENCH, RECONTOURED SPOILS, 
HAUL ROADS 
RAW SPOILS AND MISC. DISTURBED AREAS 
RECONTOURED SPOILS AND HAUL ROADS 
NATURAL VEGETATION ON UNDISTURBED 
SOILS AND RECONTOURED SPOILS 
AGRICULTURE (FALLOW), NATURAL 
VEGETATION 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINATURAL VEGETATION-SPARSE 
NATURAL VEGETATION-SPARSE 
-MODERATE DENSITY 
NATURAL VEGETATION-HIGH DENSITY 
FOREST AND WOODLAND VEGETATION, 
FENCE ROW S,ETC. 
BARE SOIL 
BADLANDS
SCALE OF ORIGINAL 1:24,000 
NASA 
NATIONAL SPACE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES 
EARTH RESOURCES LABORATORY 
p.	 am 
Figure 15 Computer Implemented Land Cover Classifi-
cation of Aircraft Acquired Multispectral 
Scanner Data, Navajo Coal Strip Mine, 
San Juan Co., NM (1975 data) 
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EPA photo-interpretations. Acreages associated with the 
I
classes for each mine site can be found in Tables 8, 9, and 10. 
I
Results obtained from processing the 1977 aircraft acquired 
MSS data are presented as Figures 16 (Belle Ayr), 17 (Decker #1), 
I
and 18 (Navajo). Acreages associated with these classifications 
are summarized in Tables 11, 12, and 13. I
It is very interesting to note the change that has occurred 
in the two year period between data collection. For instance, the 
Northern Boundary of the Belle Ayr mine was situated in a more I or less east-west direction in 1975 (Figure 13), but has progressed 
I
to the convaluated nature as shown for the 1977 data set (Figure 16). 
Similar change can be found in the other two mine sites examined 
I in this study. 
I
. 	 Analysis of the data stopped at this point, and as pointed
out earlier in this report, EPA/EMSL will evaluate the resultant I products and methodology with respect to their applicability to I
	
	
requirements as defined by EPA/EMSL. It should be noted however, 
that results obtained agree very well with land cover patterns 
I
delineated on aerial photography. 
I
One final consideration warrents mention at this time. 
Applications software could be developed which would permit map 
I comparison to he, performed in an automated fashion. using as 
inputs the two classifications produced for a particular mine I site. This capability would permit the rapid creening of the 
I
data and pin point location of areas which might be in need of 
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COMPUTER IMPLEMENTED 
LAND COVER CLASSIFICATION OF

AIRCRAFT ACQUIRED 
MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER DATA 
NAVAJO COAL STRIP MINE, 
SAN JUAN COUNTY, N.M. 
DATA COLLECTED IN JUNE 1977 
COAL,WATER 
WATER 
NATURALLY EXPOSED SOILS-BARE 
-NEARLY BARE 
NATURAL VEGETATION-SPARSE 
-MODERATE DENSITY 
-DENSE 
NATURAL VEGETATION/AGRICULTURAL FIELDS 
NATURAL VEGETATION /REHABILITATED AREAS 
AGRICULTURAL FIELDS 
SA 
EANIN RISOURCE S LABORATOR 
Figure 18 Computer Implemented Land Cover Classifi-
cation of Aircraft Acquired Multispectral 
Scanner Data, Navajo Coal Strip Mine, 
San Juan Co., NM (1977 data) 
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subsequent ground visitation by an earth scientist. Add to 
I
this the capability to rectify aircraft acquired MSS data to a 
map base (discussed in the following section of the report), I and the utility	 the procedure developed increases substantially., I F. Conclusions 
I
Based on the results obtained from the work conducted on 
this task of the project, the following conclusions can be made: I
1. The procedure developed provides investigators with a I method of rapidly processing aircraft acquired MSS data, which I	 produces results of a similar nature to those obtained using conventional aerial photo-interpretation techniques 1	 2. The diversity of environmental conditions over which 
I
the procedure was tested did not adversely affect the classifi-
cations obtained, indicating that the procedure established is 1	 relatively unaffected by' geographic location 
3. Development of software which would permit automated 
map comparison to occur would greatly enhance the utility of 
this data processing methodology.	 . 
I I I
-'	
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C 
I
VI. REGISTRATION OF AIRCRAFT ACQUIRED NULTISPECTRAL SCANNER 
5	 DATA TO A NAP BASE 
A. Description of the Task 
The objective of this task of the project was to develop 
a computer implemented procedure which would permit the regis-
tration of aircraft acquired MSS data to a map base. Such a 
S.
	
	
procedure would enhance the utility of aircraft acquired MSS 
data since: 
1	 1. It would permit the investigator to remove scale 
I
related distortions caused by variations in aircraft speed or 
direction, and would compensate for geometric distortions 
I caused by MSS angle of look 
1	 2. It could be used to register raw or classified data 
I
3. It would permit the investigator to define the output 
data cell size desired and to place the registered data into a 
I DATBAS
1 4.	 Two aircraft missions flown over the same area could 
be compared through use of DATBAS applications software. 
Software required to implement this registration procedure 
f
was developed, tested, and refined by NASA/NSTL and documentation 
was subsequently transferred to EPA/EMSL at the conclusion of 
I Phase II activities. 
t .. .	
..	 92 
I
B. Scope of the Task 
Demonstration of the effectiveness of the software developed 
was conducted on the aircraft acquired MSS data for Belle Ayr and 
Navajo coal strip mines dealt with in the preceeding section of 
this report. The 1975 data set for each mine was used. 
The software was developed in such a manner so as to permit 
the registration to be made to the UTM map projection system. 
This would facilitate placement of the registered data into the 
DATBAS, where especially developed applications software could be 
used to conduct analysis in a manner similar to that mentioned 
earlier in this report. 
C. Technical Approach 
Three interrelated software programs were developed which 
can be used. to register aircraft acquired MSS data to a UTM map 
base. These programs can handle aircraft data containing up to 
11 channels, and permit the user to select the registration 
method desired. 
I'	
The first program in the series, BGRID (Build GRID), con-
structs a grid of scan line and element numbers on a disc memory 
I
file. These numbers correspond; to a rectangular grid of UTM 
northing and easting coordinates. Input to this program consists 
I of such items as UTN northing and easting defined boundaries for the 
I
study area, number of input channels, nadir element of the scanner, 
desired output cell size, scan line-element boundaries of interest 
9.3	 . 
I
I 
I
(if any, if none are used, the entire data set is used), and the 
registration method to be used. Data can be registered using an I overall cubic fit with. either a bilinear or nearest neighbor inter-
polation, or a bilinear interpolation between grid nodes with either 
a bilinear or nearest neighbor interpolation. 
Output from the program is in the form of a statement which 
I
directs the user to construct a file of a specified size which will 
eventually be used to store the grid constructed. This consideration 
which was built into the program is quite useful, as these files can 
'
	
	 now be constructed large enough to contain the data, and unnecessarily 
large files are avoided, thus saving on unused disc space. 
I The remaining two programs, GEOBL (.Georef-Bilinear) and GEONN 
I.	 (Georef-Nearest Neighbor), use the grids constructed by BGRID, along 
with control points selected by the investigator, and the unregistered 
I
MSS data, to construct an output file containing the registered MSS 
data. The choice of GEOBL or GEONN depends on whether bilinear or 
$	 nearest neighbor interpolation was used in BGRID. Registered data 
I
.
	
	 is oriented to north, and is in a format compatible with DATBAS 
requirements. 
D. Procedures and Methodology 
To demonstrate the utility of the software developed, the 
I	 classified results obtained in the proceeding section of this 
.report were subjected to registration through the use of the software 
1	 developed. An overall cubic fit with bilinear interpolation was 
used to produce the output.
	 . I I
I
To demonstrate the procedure by which aircraft data is 
I registered to a map base, reproductions of the printouts obtained 
I
through the use of an interactive remote job terminal (foreground 
job) have been included as Figures 19, 20, and 21. Reference 
will be made to these figures throughout the following discussion. 
I
Figure 19 presents the interactive run stream for the initial 
execution of BGRID. Execution of BGRID actually occurs twice; the 
I
first execution is used to calculate the size of the output disc 
file required, and the second execution is used to actually 
I construct the grid. 
IAfter the program is loaded (LOAD, BGRID, CONPTS.) the I	 software directs the investigator to indicate whether this run is the first run (for calculation of disc file size) or the 
I
second run (for grid construction). Since Figure 19 is an 
example of the first run, a "1" was input. 
The next eight inputs deal with parameters which are used 
to define the data that will be processed, as well as the geogra-
phic area of interest. These inputs are self explanatory, except 
perhaps for the fact that output pixel dimensions are given in 
meters. 
I
The investigator is now given the choice of the method by 
which the data is to be processed. As was mentioned, the method 
I
chosen for the data used in this study was an overall cubic fit 
with bilinear resampling (interpolation). The relative merits of 
Ieach option can be found in Graham, 1978. 
i	 '
Figure 19 - Example Runstream for First Execution of Program 
,	 BGRID 
LOAD, BGRID, CONPTS. 
'	 Input 1. If initial parameters are to be input-otherwise, key 
return: 1. 
Input scan angle in radians: .7854 
Input nadir element: 314.5 
$
	
	
Input max northing, mm northing: 4884000, 4882000. 
Input min easting, max easting: 468500, 472000; 
IInput pixel dimensions for output-horizontal, vertical: 9.146, 
9.146. I Input min element, max element: 192, 400. I	 Input min scan, max scan: 1, 250. Input number of channels on tape. If classified tape, input 1. Il. 
Select one of the following types of grids. 
BL-bilinear interpolation, NN-nearest neighbor 
I
l. - overall cubic fit - BL resampling 
2. - overall cubic fit . - NN resampling 
3. - BL Grid - BL resampling 
4. - BL Grid - NW resampling 
$	
1. 
Input upper bounds for scan error, elt. error: 3, 3. I Create grid file of 2400 words and 221 records. I I I 1 I 96Ii 
Figure 20. Example Runsream for Second Execution of Program BGRID 
LOAD, BGRID, CONPTS, FILE. 
Input 1. If initial parameters are to be input-otherwise, key return. 
Deleted 
Deleted 
Deleted 
Deleted 
Deleted 
Deleted 
Deleted
EAS= 469375. 
EAS= 469185. 
EAS= 4689.20. 
EAS= 468975. 
EAS= 470815. 
EAS= 470885. 
EAS= 469385. 
NOR= 4881440. SCAN= 227. ELE= 431. 
NOR= 4879830. SCN= 223. ELE= 584. 
NOR= 4883850. SCAN= 307. ELE= 230. 
NOR= 4884186. SCAN= 313. ELE= 199. 
NOR= 4882666. SCAN= 82. ELE= 325. 
NOR= 4883036. SCAN= 66. ELE= 294. 
NOR= 4880336. SCAN= - 220; ELE 536. 
RESIDUAL ERRORS-CUBIC FIT 
Points with SCAN errors >3.0 and ELT. errors >3.0 were deleted. P C.P. CORRECTED NUMBER SCAN RESIDUAL	 ELEMENT	 RESIDUAL 
98. -.220E-01	 227. .149E 01 
I
i 
2 294. .105E 01	 286. -.356E 00 
3 291. -.326E 00	 298. .465E 00 
4 287. .849E 00	 332. -.514E-02 
5 305. -.148E 01	 332. .627E 00 I 6 280. -.439E 00	 369. -.205E 01 
7 .260. .233E 01	 367. -.190E 01 
8 259. -.227E 00 .	 535. ' .126E 01 I 9 258. -.122E 01	 543. .190E 01 10 24. .628E 00	 '329. -.2'33E 01 
11 138. -.196E 01	 227. -.785E 00 I 12 246. .129E 01	 525. -.764E 00 13 78. .247E 00	 250. .618E 00 
14 114. .556E 00	 592. -.122E 01 
15 75. .147E 00	 226. '.171E 01 I 16 84. -.142E 01	 546. .134E 01 
SIGMA ERRORS .liE 01 .135E 01 I CONTROL POINTS USED 
NUMBER SCAN C.ELT EASTING NORTHING 
98. 227. ' 470790. 4883856. 
I
l 
2 294. 286. 468965. 4883156. 
3 291. 298. 468965. 4883030. 
4 287. 332. 468965. 4882630. I 5 305. 332. 468785. 4882630. 6 280., 369. 468965. 4882190. 
7 260. 367. 469170. 4882216. 
8 259. 535. 468940. 4880356. I 9 258. 543. 468930. 4880270. 
10 24. 329. 471320. 4882606. 
I
ll 
12
138. 
146.
227. 
525.
470410. 
469970.
4883840. 
4880440. 
13 78. 250. 470940. 4883570. 
14 144. 592. 470160. 4879680. I 15 .75 226. 471000. 4883860. 16 84. 546.. 470475. 4880210. 
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Figure 21 - Example Runstream for Execution of Program GEONN 
LOAD, GEONN, TAPE, FILE 
To copy what's on disk to tape, input 1. - otherwise key return. 
File Name: Tape,	 Error: 11,	 Record: 2,	 File: 1, 
Parities: 0
98
I Li
The final input defines the maximum allowable, errors for 
I registration, in meters, and any control points with an error 
greater than this will be discarded. 
I
And finally, the program outputs the size of, the disc file 
required for construction of the grid. 
IFigure 20 represents the interactive job stream for the 
•
second run of BGRID. 	 The "LOAD, BGRID,	 CONPTS, FILE". Command 
loads the program, along with the control point file ("CONPTS") 
I
and the grid file ("FILE") created at the direction of the initial 
run of BGRIDS.	 In this case, no input is made on the initial 
Iprogram generated directive, and the machine proceeds to examine
I
points, delete those with errors larger than the user input 
maximum, and finally constructs the grid.. 
Figure 21 contains the run stream for GEONN. This program 
requires the tape containing the MSS data ("TAPE") and the grid 
file constructed by the second run of BGRLI) ("FILE") as inputs, 
Iand outputs a disc file containing the registered MSS data. This 
I	 disc file can then be copied to magnetic tape if desired, or used as input to the DATBAS. 
IE. Analysis and Results 
Figure 22 demonstrates the results obtained when a particular 
set of data have been rectified to a map base, in this case raw 
I single channel MSS data ( .1975) for the Belle Ayr coal strip mine. 
I' ' The original flight line ran east-west (top half of the figure), 
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I
and the resulting rectified data (bottom half of the figure) has 
I been rotated so that north is to the top. 	 The rectification soft-
ware can handle up to 11 channels of raw data, should the investi-
gator desire to rectify raw data for map making, or for use in 
I
other application oriented tasks. 
I
The lower half of Figure 22 also represents data that is 
in a format compatible with the DATBAS, and such data could be 
I
used as input to the DATBAS software.	 Once the data has been 
stored in the DATBAS, software could be developed which would I permit automated map comparision to occur as was mentioned in 
the preceeding section of this report. 
Since the data is now referenced to the UTM map projection I system, each element in the data has associated with it a specific
I
UTM northing and eásting coordinate. This fact would permit the 
investigator to obtain geographic boundaries for various surface 
$	 mining related activities, and use these boundaries to compute 
acreages or to monitor progress of mining activities. 
It should be noted that this is a significant achievement, I because, to date,' the use of aircraft acquired MSS data has been I	 hindered by the fact that no such geographic reference has been available other than optical correction of hard copy reproductions 
I
of the data.  
I Classified results obtained from the analysis conducted in the proceeding section of this report for .1975 aircraft acquired I	 '	 101 I 
MSS data for the Navajo Coal Strip Mine which have been registered 
to a map base are presented as facing page Figures 23 and 24. 
Figures 23 shows the classified data for the entire data 
set after rectification has been performed. (The reader is 
referred to Figure 15 for a presentation of unrectified 1975 
MSS data for this mine.) It is of interest to note the curvature 
of the east and west edges of the data, resulting from a very 
slight turn by the aircraft while data collection was being made. 
Through the selection of control points and subsequent data 
I
processing, this was discovered. Unrectified dat a displays 
(e.g. Figure 15) do not readily bring this fact to light. 
Figure 24 is included to demonstrate the degree to which 
the rectified data fits a map base. As can be seen, major 
features agree. quite well. Also note the advance of the mine 
in the time period between mapping (1966) and MSS data collection 
(1975). The colors correspond to those in the key of Figure 23. 
F. Conclusions 
Several conclusions can be made as a result of registering 
aircraft acquired MSS data to a map base. 
(1) Software designed for the registration can compensate 
for certain fluctuations in flight direction encountered when 
data is being collected, provided that these aircraft heading 
changes are not excessively abrupt 
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COMPUTER IMPLEMENTED LAND COVER CLASSIFICATION 
OF ACQUIRED MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER DATA 
REGISTERED TO MAP BASE 
NAVAJO COAL STRIPMINE, SAN JUAN COUNTY, NM 
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Figure 23 Computer Implemented Land Cover Classifi-
cation of Aircraft Acquired Multispectral 
Scanner Data Registered to Nap Base 
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Figure 24 An Enlargement of a Section of Figure 23 
with an Overlay of Features from 1:24,000 
Scale Topographic Base Map Superimposed 
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I (2) The overall fit to a map base is greatly enhanced 
I
through the selection of control points selected over the entire 
geographic area contained in the MSS data being processed. In 
I
addition, the more numerous the number of control points, the 
better the overall fit 
(3) Better fits are obtained if control points are selected 
I outside of the geographic area of interest. This implies that I	 data collection activities need to be planned so as to include such areas in the MSS data. Including such data points results 
I
in a minimization of extrapolation (as opposed to interpolation) 
by the software, and a reduction in the "edge effect" (where the 
I fit to a map is markedly poor at the edges of the data) 
1
	
	
(4) The capability to register aircraft acquired MSS data 
to a map base permits direct comparisons of several flights 
(5) Auxiliary data can be added (in a manner similar to 
I that described in an earlier section of this report) and inves-
tigations can now incorporate such data where it would materially I enhance the results obtained. In addition, registered aircraft 
I
data could conceivably be integrated with Landsat data and 
auxiliary data in a DATBAS format, and used in a systems approach 
to problems encountered by investigators. 
I
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